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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a method of scaling a partial 
area of a main picture, by Which the partial area of the main 
picture can be magni?ed in a manner of scaling the partial 
area of the picture displayed on a screen like using a virtual 
magni?er Without employing a separate expensive hardware 
resource. The present invention comprises a ?rst step of mak 
ing a main scaler extract image data of the partial area to be 
scaled from full image data according to prescribed scaling 
information including magni?cation/reduction information 
for the partial area of a display picture, a second step of 
making a sub-scaler scale the extracted image data of the 
partial area at a prescribed rate, and a third step of overlaying 
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METHOD OF SCALING PARTIAL AREA OF 
MAIN PICTURE 

This application claims the bene?t of the Korean Applica 
tion No. P2003 -088701 ?led on Dec. 8, 2003, Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a method of scaling a 

partial area of a main picture, by Which the partial area of the 
main picture can be magni?ed in a manner of scaling the 
partial area of the picture displayed on a screen like using a 
virtual magni?er Without a separate expensive hardWare 
resource. 

2. Discussion of the RelatedArt 
Generally, a digital broadcast receiver is provided With a 

scaling function for magnifying or reducing a partial area of 
a picture, Which is explained With reference to FIG. 1 as 
folloWs. FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a device for scaling a 
partial area of a picture according to a related art. 

Referring to FIG. 1, under the control of a scaler controller 
130, a main scaler 110 extracts image data of a partial area to 
be magni?ed from full screen image data, Which is decoded in 
a main picture decoder and is inputted via a sWitch 100, 
according to an externally inputted magni?cation command 
and then magni?es the extracted image data by a full screen 
siZe or Zooms out only the area to be magni?ed. In case of 
Zooming-out, the rest area is blacked on the screen, Which is 
shoWn in FIG. 2. 

In FIG. 2A, a main picture 200 of a digital broadcast 
receiver is shoWn. In FIG. 2B, a partial picture 210 (Width: 
length:dx:dy) of the main picture 200 is magni?ed by a 
full-screen siZe (Width:length:dx':dy') of the digital broad 
cast receiver. In FIG. 2C, a partial picture 210 of the main 
picture 200, Which is magni?ed like FIG. 2B, is Zoomed out 
by a magni?cation siZe (Width:length:dx":dy") of the digital 
broadcast receiver. In doing so, the image data of a back 
ground picture 220 is processed by black data. 

Namely, a general method of selecting a partial area of a 
main picture and magnifying the selected partial area, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2, can be carried out in a folloWing manner. 
First of all, the area to be magni?ed is displayed by a screen 
siZe or is Zoomed out to process the rest area by black. 

HoWever, it is di?icult to implement the partially magni 
fying function for the data broadcast image in Which OSD 
(on-screen display) data is included, since the magnifying 
process is completed prior to the execution of the OSD pro 
cessing. Moreover, in case that a user intends to vieW the 
magni?ed area and the main picture as Well With the main 
picture intact, it is dif?cult to implement the magnifying 
function of high grade. Hence, the demand for an enhanced 
method of magnifying a partial area is on the increase. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method 
of scaling a partial area of a main picture that substantially 
obviates one or more problems due to limitations and disad 
vantages of the related art. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a method of 

scaling a partial area of a main picture, by Which the partial 
area of the main picture can be magni?ed in a manner of 
scaling the partial area of the picture displayed on a screen 
like using a virtual magni?er Without employing a separate 
expensive hardWare resource. 
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2 
In accordance With the purpose of the invention, magni? 

cation or reduction is performed on a speci?c partial area of a 
picture by changing a data path Within a video processor, 
controlling the activation of the data path, and using such a 
hardWare resource as a sub-scaler scaling a sub-picture. 
Hence, the present invention magni?es the partial area of the 
main picture Without employing the separate expensive hard 
Ware. Therefore, a user can vieW the magni?ed partial area of 
the main picture, as if a virtual magni?er is used, While 
vieWing the main picture as a full-siZed background picture. 

Additional advantages, objects, and features of the inven 
tion Will be set forth in part in the description Which folloWs 
and in part Will become apparent to those having ordinary 
skill in the art upon examination of the folloWing or may be 
learned from practice of the invention. The objectives and 
other advantages of the invention may be realiZed and 
attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the Written 
description and claims hereof as Well as the appended draW 
ings. 

To achieve these objects and other advantages and in accor 
dance With the purpose of the invention, as embodied and 
broadly described herein, a method of scaling a partial area of 
a main picture according to the present invention comprises a 
?rst step of making a main scaler extract image data of the 
partial area to be scaled from full screen image data according 
to prescribed scaling information including magni?cation/ 
reduction information for the partial area of a display picture, 
a second step of making a sub-scaler scale the extracted image 
data of the partial area at a prescribed rate, and a third step of 
overlaying the scaled image data of the partial area on the full 
screen image data provided from the main scaler. 

In another aspect of the present invention, a method of 
scaling a partial area of a main picture comprises a ?rst step of 
making a main scaler extract image data of the partial area to 
be scaled from full screen image data according to prescribed 
scaling information including magni?cation/reduction infor 
mation for the partial area of a display picture, a second step 
of deciding that the display picture belongs to Which video 
mode among a plurality of prede?ned video modes, a third 
step of making a sub-scaler scale the extracted image data of 
the partial area at a prescribed rate in a manner of previously 
setting up a plurality of data paths for inputting the image data 
to a sub-scaler to correspond to a plurality of the prede?ned 
video modes, respectively, selecting one of the data paths to ?t 
a decision result of the second step, and inputting the 
extracted image data of the partial area to the sub-scaler via 
the selected data path, and a fourth step of overlaying the 
scaled image data of the partial area on the full screen image 
data provided from the main scaler. 

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the folloWing detailed description of the 
present invention are exemplary and explanatory and are 
intended to provide further explanation of the invention as 
claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying draWings, Which are included to pro 
vide a further understanding of the invention and are incor 
porated in and constitute a part of this application, illustrate 
embodiment(s) of the invention and together With the descrip 
tion serve to explain the principle of the invention. In the 
draWings: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a device for scaling a partial 
area of a picture according to a related art; 

FIGS. 2A to 2C are diagrams of a magni?ed partial area 
according to a general method for siZe adjustment; 
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an apparatus applicable to the 
present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a detailed block diagram of an OSD processor in 
FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart of a method of scaling a partial area of 
a main picture according to the present invention; and 

FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are exemplary diagrams of a partial 
area magni?ed by the method according to the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Reference Will noW be made in detail to the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, examples of Which are 
illustrated in the accompanying draWings. Wherever pos 
sible, the same reference numbers Will be used throughout the 
draWings to refer to the same or like parts. 

First of all, a method of scaling a partial area of a main 
picture according to a ?rst embodiment of the present inven 
tion is explained With reference to FIG. 3 as folloWs. 

First Embodiment 

In a ?rst embodiment of the present invention, image data 
of a partial area to be magni?ed is extracted by a main scaler. 
The extracted image data is scaled at a prescribed rate by a 
conventional sub-scaler. And, the scaled image data is over 
laid on the full image data of the original to be externally 
outputted. Hence, a user can vieW the main picture of Which 
partial area is magni?ed, Without separate expensive hard 
Ware While vieWing a main picture as a full background 
picture. 

In extracting the image data of the partial area to be mag 
ni?ed, prescribed scaling information is generated by refer 
ring to reference information set up by a user’s selection, the 
partial area to be magni?ed is sought from the decoded full 
image data using the generated scaling information, and the 
image data con?guring the partial area is then extracted. 

For instance of the reference information, once position 
information of a spot pointed by a user’s selection is inputted, 
position coordinates as a reference for the partial area mag 
ni?cation of the present invention, Which are hereinafter 
called reference position coordinates, are set up With refer 
ence to the inputted position information. 

In doing so, the position information of the user-pointing 
spot is set as the reference position coordinates. Alternatively, 
in case of intending to use the user-pointing spot as a center 
point for the partial area magni?cation, the spot pointed by 
the user’s selection is decided as the center point. And, posi 
tion coordinates of a spot leaving a distance from the position 
coordinates of the center point in X-axis andY-axis directions 
are computed to be set as the reference position coordinates 
for the partial area magni?cation of the present invention. 
Once the reference position coordinates are set up, a partial 

area to be scaled is decided by magnifying the reference 
position coordinates in X-axis andY-axis directions at a mag 
ni?cation rate. Image data belonging to the partial area is then 
extracted from the decoded full image data. The magni?ca 
tion rate is preferably set variable according to a user’s setup. 
Yet, the magni?cation rate can be previously set ?xed. 

Thus, the present invention generates the prescribed scal 
ing information by referring to the reference information set 
up by the user’s selection, decides the partial area to be 
magni?ed Within the decoded full image data, and then 
extracts the image data corresponding to the partial area. The 
extracting process is explained in detail With reference to 
FIG. 3 as folloWs. 
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4 
Referring to FIG. 3, a system CPU preferentially computes 

reference position coordinates to be used in partial area mag 
ni?cation by referring to user-setting reference information. 
Under the control of the system CPU, a scaling & data path 
controller 300 generates scaling information consisting of 
reference position coordinates information and magni?cation 
rate information and then transfers the scaling information to 
a main scaler 110. 
The main scaler 110 searches a partial area to be magni?ed 

according to the scaling information and then extracts image 
data con?guring the partial area. 

Namely, the main scaler 110, under the control of the 
scaling & data path controller 300, extracts the reference 
position coordinates from the scaling information, decides 
the partial area to be magni?ed in a manner of scaling the 
extracted position coordinates at a magni?cation rate in 
X-axis andY-axis directions, and then extracts the image data 
belonging to the decided partial area from the full image data 
inputted via a ?rst sWitch 100 by being decoded in a video 
decoder. 

Consequently, the image data of the partial area to be 
magni?ed can be extracted. For the implementation of the 
present invention, a sequence of magnifying the extracted 
image data using the conventional sub-scaler is explained as 
folloWs. 

First of all, once the image data of the partial area to be 
magni?ed is extracted, it is scaled at the magni?cation rate by 
the sub-scaler. For this, a prede?ned data path and modules 
located on the data path are activated so that the extracted 
image data of the partial area can pass through the sub-scaler, 
and the image data of the partial area extracted from the main 
scaler can pass through the sub-scaler. The sub-scaler then 
performs scaling on the extracted image data of the partial 
area at the setup magni?cation rate. 

In doing so, the image data is the scalable information like 
text font information and the magni?cation rate is preferably 
variable according to a user setup, Which can be variously 
modi?ed Within the technical scope of the present invention. 
The magnifying sequence of the partial area using the 

sub-scaler is explained in detail With reference to FIG. 3 as 
folloWs. 

First of all, the scaling & data path controller 300 enables 
the respective modules located on the corresponding data 
path so that the extracted image data belonging to the partial 
area can be inputted to the sub-scaler. 

Subsequently, once the main scaler 110 extracts the image 
data belonging to the partial area and outputs the extracted 
image data, the extracted image data belonging to the partial 
area is fedback via an OSD processor 330 to be inputted to the 
sub-scaler 120 via a ?rst video synthesizer 340. The sub 
scaler 120 performs scaling on the inputted image data of the 
partial area at the prescribed magni?cation rate under the 
control of the scaling & data path controller 300. 

Meanwhile, full image data of the original, Which is 
decoded in a main video decoder to be inputted via the ?rst 
sWitch 100, is outputted to a second video synthesizer 320 via 
a second sWitch 310 enabled under the control of the scaling 
& data path controller 300. The second video synthesizer 320 
overlays the image data scaled in the sub-scaler 120 on the full 
image data of the original outputted via the second sWitch 310 
to be externally outputted via the OSD processor 330. 

Preferably, on outputting the image data, graphic objects 
previously set to direct the partial area are blended With the 
result of overlaying the image data of the partial area on the 
full image data of the original via the OSD processor 330, 
Whereby a user can recognize the magni?ed partial area on the 
screen With ease. 
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Thus, Without separate expensive hardware, the system 
applicable to the present invention is able to perform the 
magni?cation on the partial area of the speci?c picture by 
changing the data path Within the video processor, controlling 
the activation of the data path, and using such a conventional 
hardware resource as a sub-scaler scaling the sub-picture. In 
spite of describing the magnifying process only, a reducing 
process is carried out in the same manner as the magnifying 
process Within the technical scope of the present invention. 
A second embodiment of the present invention is also 

explained With reference to FIG. 3 as folloWs. 

Second Embodiment 

In a second embodiment of the present invention, a partial 
area demanded by a user is magni?ed using a sub-scaler like 
the ?rst embodiment of the present invention. Yet, the second 
embodiment of the present invention differs from the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention in that a picture belong 
ing to the partial area is magni?ed by a different mechanism 
according to the sort of an image mode. 
By considering that video processing is differently carried 

out according to Whether a broadcast image transmitted from 
a broadcasting station is a normal broadcast image or a data 
broadcast image including an OSD data and the like, the 
second embodiment of the present invention carries out a 
magnifying process With the different mechanism according 
to the sort of the broadcast image. 

For this, in the second embodiment of the present inven 
tion, as mentioned in the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention, image data con?guring a partial area to be magni 
?ed is preferentially extracted. Subsequently, a data path 
corresponding to an image mode of a main picture to Which 
the image data belongs and various modules located on the 
data path are enabled so that the extracted image data can be 
inputted to a sub-scaler. The sub-scaler then magni?es the 
inputted image data at a predetermined magni?cation rate. 

Namely, in the second embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the partial area to be magni?ed is preferentially decided 
from full image data decoded according to scaling informa 
tion that is generated by referring to user’s setup information. 
After image data con?guring the partial area has been 
extracted, it is decided that a corresponding broadcast image 
con?guring the extracted image data corresponds to Which 
one of a plurality of prede?ned image modes. For instance, by 
deciding Whether the corresponding broadcast image belongs 
to a normal broadcast mode or a data broadcast mode, the 
extracted image data is inputted to the sub-scaler via the 
different data path according to a result of the decision. HoW 
to decide the sort of the broadcast image mode is knoWn to the 
public, Which is skipped in the folloWing description. 
A detailed implementation of the second embodiment of 

the present invention is explained With reference to FIG. 3 as 
folloWs. Referring to FIG. 3, under the control of the system 
CPU, a scaling & data path controller 300 generates scaling 
information including reference position coordinates infor 
mation set up by a user’ s selection and prescribed ?xed mag 
ni?cation rate information and then transfers the scaling 
information to a main scaler 110. The main scaler 110 extracts 
image data of a partial area to be scaled according to the 
scaling information. 

Namely, the main scaler 110, under the control of the 
scaling & data path controller 300, extracts reference position 
coordinates from the scaling information, sets up the partial 
area for magni?cation in a manner of scaling the extracted 
position coordinates at a previously set magni?cation rate in 
X-axis andY-axis directions, and then extracts the image data 
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6 
belonging to the partial area from full image data inputted via 
a ?rst sWitch 100 by being decoded in a video decoder. 

Separately, the scaling & data path controller 300 decides 
that the image data con?guring the partial area to be magni 
?ed belongs to Which one of a plurality of prede?ned image 
modes. The scaling & data path controller 300 then selec 
tively enables various modules provided to the corresponding 
data path according to a result of the decision so that the 
image data of the partial area extracted from the main scaler 
110 can be inputted to the sub-scaler 120. 

For instance, if the image data corresponds to the normal 
broadcast image mode, the scaling & data path controller 300 
enables the respective modules on the corresponding data 
path so that the image data belonging to the normal broadcast 
image mode can be inputted to the sub-scaler 120. 

Subsequently, once the main scaler 110 extracts the image 
data belonging to the partial area and outputs the extracted 
image data, the extracted image data belonging to the partial 
area is fedback via an OSD processor 330 to be inputted to the 
sub-scaler 120 via a ?rst video synthesizer 340. The sub 
scaler 120 performs scaling on the inputted image data of the 
partial area at the prescribed magni?cation rate under the 
control of the scaling & data path controller 300. 

And, full image data of the original, Which is decoded in a 
main video decoder to be inputted via the ?rst sWitch 100, is 
outputted to a second video synthesizer 320 via a second 
sWitch 310 enabled under the control of the scaling & data 
path controller 300. The second video synthesizer 320 over 
lays the image data scaled in the sub-scaler 120 on the full 
image data of the original outputted via the second sWitch 310 
to be externally outputted via the OSD processor 330. 

Preferably, on outputting the image data, graphic objects 
previously set to direct the partial area are blended With the 
result of overlaying the image data of the partial area on the 
full image data of the original via the OSD processor 330, 
Whereby a user can recognize the magni?ed partial area on the 
screen With ease. 

On the other hand, for another instance, if the main picture 
is a prescribed data broadcast video including OSD (on 
screen display), the scaling & data path controller 3 00 enables 
the respective modules on the previously set corresponding 
data path of the data broadcast video and the main scaler 110 
extracts the image data belonging to the partial area to be 
magni?ed from the full image data outputted from the second 
sWitch 310 and then outputs the extracted image data to the 
OSD processor 330. 

Subsequently, the image data belonging to the partial area 
to be magni?ed is blended With a prescribed OSD picture 
included in the data broadcast video via the OSD processor 
330 and the blended data is then inputted to the sub-scaler 
120. Like the ?rst embodiment of the present invention, the 
image data belonging to the partial area is scaled at the mag 
ni?cation rate by the sub-scaler 120 and the scaled image data 
is then outputted externally via the OSD processor 330. 
The OSD processor 330 is explained With reference to FIG. 

4 for example. FIG. 4 is a detailed block diagram of the OSD 
processor in FIG. 3 for explaining data path change and 
enabled operations of the respective modules provided to the 
data path. 

In case that a main picture for magni?cation corresponds to 
the normal broadcast image, an operation of the OSD proces 
sor used in the present invention is explained as folloWs. 

First of all, under the control of the scaling & data path 
controller, the second sWitch 310 is turned on to input the full 
image data, Which belongs to the normal broadcast image of 
the original outputted from the main scaler, to the second 
video synthesizer 320. And, the image data of the partial area 
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to be magni?ed is transferred to the sub-scaler via a mixer 334 
so that the sub-scaler can perform scaling on the correspond 
ing area. And, the scaled data of the corresponding area is 
inputted to the second video synthesizer 320 as Well. In doing 
so, a sWitch 335 is turned off. 

Subsequently, the normal broadcast image of the original 
and the image data of the partial area to be magni?ed are 
synthesized by the second video synthesiZer 320 to be out 
putted via a mixer 336 built in the OSD processor 330. As a 
result, a user is able to vieW the main picture of Which partial 
area is magni?ed on a display screen. Preferably, in the 
present invention, a third OSD layer processor 333 is made to 
perform OSD processing on such a simple graphic object as a 
prescribed icon and the OSD-processed graphic object is 
synthesiZed With the main picture of Which partial area is 
magni?ed. Hence, it is facilitated for a user to recogniZe the 
magni?ed area. 

In case that the main picture to be magni?ed corresponds to 
the data broadcast image, an operation of the OSD processor 
used in the present invention is explained as folloWs. 

First of all, under the control of the scaling & data path 
controller, the image data belonging to the partial area to be 
magni?ed is inputted to the mixer 334 and is then synthesiZed 
With OSD image data Which is processed at and outputted 
from ?rst and second OSD layer processors 331 and 332. The 
synthesiZed data is directly transferred to the sub-scaler so 
that the corresponding area can be scaled by the sub-scaler. 
The scaled data is then inputted to the mixer 336. 

Secondly, the data broadcast image of the original, Which is 
generated from synthesiZing the OSD image data processed 
and outputted via the ?rst and second OSD layer processors 
331 and 332 With the image data outputted from the main 
scaler via the mixer 334, is inputted to the mixer 336 to be 
synthesiZed With the partial area of the main picture scaled by 
the sub-scaler. Hence, it is able to externally output the data 
broadcast image of Which partial area is magni?ed. 
A method of scaling a partial area of a main picture accord 

ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention is 
explained With reference to FIG. 5 as folloWs. 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart of a method of scaling a partial area of 
a main picture in a digital broadcast receiver according to the 
present invention. 

First of all, prior to performing magni?cation on a partial 
area of a main picture in a sub-scaler, the present invention 
preferentially decides Whether the main picture is a pre 
scribed data broadcast image provided With OSD (on-screen 
display) data or a normal broadcast image. 

Namely, in case that a user command for magni?cation of 
the partial area of the main picture is inputted according to a 
user’ s key operation via a remote controller or the like (S500), 
the present invention decides Whether the main picture, Which 
is currently displayed on a screen or is to be displayed 
thereon, corresponds to the prescribed data broadcast image 
provided With OSD (on-screen display) or the normal broad 
cast image (S501). In accordance With a result of the decision, 
the sub-scaler as a main element of the present invention 
performs magni?cation on the partial area of the main picture 
in a manner of enabling a corresponding one of the different 
data paths and various modules located on the corresponding 
data path. A case that the main picture corresponds to the 
normal broadcast image is explained in the ?rst place as 
folloWs. 

If it is decided that the main picture corresponds to the 
normal broadcast image in the step S501, a data path for the 
scaling of the normal broadcast image is selected from a 
plurality of data paths for the magni?cation of the partial area 
of the main picture (S502) and is then enabled (S503). In 
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doing so, the enabling of the data path includes operations of 
the modules located on the corresponding data path such as an 
on-to-off or off-to-on sWitching operation of a prescribed 
sWitch. 
Once the corresponding data path of the normal broadcast 

image is enabled in the step S503, the image data belonging to 
the partial area to be magni?ed is extracted from full image 
data of the main picture inputted via the main scaler (S504). 
And, the full image data of the original and the image data of 
the partial area to be magni?ed are outputted, respectively, 
according to the data path of the normal broadcast image 
enabled in the step S503 and the image data belonging to the 
partial area to be magni?ed is transferred to the sub-scaler via 
the OSD processor according to the data path (S505). 

After the partial area of the main picture has been scaled for 
magni?cation in the sub-scaler (S506), the scaled image data 
is overlaid on the full image data of the original to be exter 
nally outputted (S507). Hence, a user is able to vieW the main 
picture of Which partial area is magni?ed. Preferably, a pre 
determined graphic object for additional information display 
is OSD-processed according to a user’s selection (S508) so 
that the OSD-processed graphic object can be overlaid on the 
main picture of Which partial area is magni?ed via a pre 
scribed mixer to be outputted (S510). 
On the other hand, if it is decided that the main picture 

corresponds to the data broadcast image in the step S501, a 
data path for the scaling of the data broadcast image and the 
respective modules located on the corresponding data path 
are selected from a plurality of data paths for the magni?ca 
tion of the partial area of the main picture (S511) and are then 
enabled (S512). And, image information belonging to the 
partial area to be magni?ed is extracted from the main picture 
inputted via the main scaler (S513) to be outputted to the OSD 
processor (S514). Subsequently, the image data belonging to 
the partial area to be magni?ed is synthesiZed With the pre 
scribed OSD image data included in the data broadcast image 
via the OSD processor by the path enabling of the data broad 
cast image (S514) and the synthesiZed data is then inputted to 
the sub-scaler (S515). And, the image data belonging to the 
partial area to be magni?ed is magni?ed at the set-up rate in 
the sub-scaler (S516). 

Finally, the image data magni?ed by the sub-scaler is over 
laid on the data broadcast image of the original via the OSD 
processor to be externally outputted (S517). Hence, a user can 
vieW the main picture of Which partial area is magni?ed. 

Preferably, a predetermined graphic object for additional 
information display is OSD-processed according to the user’ s 
selection (S508) so that the OSD-processed graphic object 
can be synthesiZed With the main picture having the magni 
?ed partial area via a prescribed mixer (S509). The synthe 
siZed data is outputted (S510) so that a user can easily recog 
niZe the magni?ed area. 

Thus, Without employing separate expensive hardWare, the 
present invention makes it possible to perform the magni? 
cation or reduction on the partial area of the speci?c picture 
by changing the data path Within the video processor, con 
trolling the activation (enabling) of the data path, and using 
such a conventional hardWare resource as a sub-scaler scaling 
the sub-picture. 

Meanwhile, in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, the main picture 
having the magni?ed partial area is displayed on the screen. In 
FIG. 6A, the main picture corresponds to the normal broad 
cast image. In FIG. 6B, the main picture corresponds to the 
data broadcast image. Referring to FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, a 
reference number 600-1 or 600-2 indicates the main picture, 
a reference number 610-1 or 610-2 indicates the partial area 
magni?ed via the sub-scaler, a reference number 620-1 or 
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620-2 indicates a previously set graphic object for additional 
information displayed according to a user’s selection, and a 
reference number 630 indicates a prescribed OSD image 
included in the data broadcast image. The present invention, 
as shoWn in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, makes it possible to 
magnify the partial area of the main picture via the sub-scaler. 
Hence, a user can vieW the magni?ed partial area of the main 
picture like using a virtual magni?er While vieWing the main 
picture as a full background image. 

Accordingly, a method of scaling a partial area of a main 
picture according to the present invention provides the fol 
loWing effects or advantages. 

First of all, magni?cation or reduction is performed on a 
speci?c partial area of a picture by changing a data path 
Within a video processor, controlling the activation of the data 
path, and using such a hardWare resource as a sub-scaler 
scaling a sub-picture. Hence, the present invention magni?es 
a speci?c partial area of the main picture Without employing 
the separate expensive hardWare. Therefore, a user can vieW 
the magni?ed partial area of the main picture, as if a virtual 
magni?er is used, While vieWing the main picture as a full 
siZed background picture. 

It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations and variations can be made in the present 
invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cov 
ers the modi?cations and variations of this invention provided 
they come Within the scope of the appended claims and their 
equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of scaling a partial area of a main picture, 

comprising: 
a main scaler extracting image data of the partial area to be 

scaled from full image data according to prescribed scal 
ing information including magni?cation/reduction 
information for the partial area of a display picture; 

a sub-scaler scaling the extracted image data of the partial 
area at a prescribed rate, Wherein one of a plurality of 
prede?ned data paths for inputting the extracted image 
data to the sub-scaler is selected by determining a video 
mode associated With the display picture, the plurality of 
prede?ned data paths associated With a plurality of pre 
de?ned image modes; 

inputting the extracted image data of the partial area to the 
sub-scaler via the selected data path; and 

overlaying the scaled image data of the partial area on the 
full image data provided from the main scaler. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the main scaler extract 
ing the image data comprises: 

generating the prescribed scaling information according to 
user setup information; and 

extracting the image data of the partial area to be scaled 
With reference to the generated prescribed scaling infor 
mation. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the main scaler extract 
ing the image data further comprises: 

detecting user setup reference position coordinates from 
the generated prescribed scaling information; 

setting up the partial area to be scaled by performing a 
scaling at a prescribed rate centering on the detected 
reference position coordinates; and 

extracting the image data corresponding to the set-up par 
tial area to be sealed from the full image data. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein setting up the partial 
area to be scaled further comprises performing the scaling 
variably according to a user setup rate centering on the 
detected reference position coordinates. 
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5. The method of claim 3, Wherein setting up the partial 

area to be scaled further comprises performing the scaling 
?xedly according to a prede?ned rate centering on the 
detected reference position coordinates. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the sub-scaler scaling 
the extracted image data further comprises: 

scaling the input image data at the prescribed rate. 
7. The method of claim 6, Wherein\the sub-scaler scale 

further comprises scaling font data of the input image data at 
a prede?ned font rate. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein the font rate is variable 
according to a user’s setup. 

9. The method of one of claim 1, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

11. The method of one of claim 2, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

12. The method of one of claim 3, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

13. The method of one of claim 4, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

14. The method of one of claim 5, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

15. The method of one of claim 6, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

16. The method of one of claim 7, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

17. The method of one of claim 8, Wherein the prescribed 
scaling information comprises reference position informa 
tion and scaling rate information related to the partial area to 
be scaled. 

18. The method of claim 2, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

19. The method of claim 3, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

20. The method of claim 4, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
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partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

21. The method of claim 5, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

22. The method of claim 6, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

23. The method of claim 7, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

24. The method of claim 8, further comprising blending a 
prede?ned graphic object With the image data of the partial 
area overlaid on the full image data to indicate the scaled 
partial area after completion of overlaying the scaled image 
data of the partial area on the full image data provided from 
the main scaler. 

25. A method of scaling a partial area of a main picture, 
comprising: 

a ?rst step of making a main scaler extract image data of the 
partial area to be scaled from full image data according 
to prescribed scaling information including magni?ca 
tion/reduction information for the partial area of a dis 
play picture; 

a second step of deciding that the display picture belongs to 
Which video mode among a plurality of prede?ned 
image modes; 

a third step of making a sub-scaler scale the extracted 
image data of the partial area at a prescribed rate in a 
manner of previously setting up a plurality of data paths 
for inputting the image data to a sub-scaler to correspond 
to a plurality of the prede?ned image modes, respec 
tively, selecting one of the data paths to ?t a decision 
result of the second step, and inputting the extracted 
image data of the partial area to the sub-scaler via the 
selected data path; and 

a fourth step of overlaying the scaled image data of the 
partial area on the full image data provided from the 
main scaler. 

26. The method of claim 25, the ?rst step comprising: 
a step (1-1) of generating the scaling information accord 

ing to user setup information inputted from outside; and 
a step (1 -2) of extracting the image data of the partial area 

to be scaled With reference to the generated scaling 
information. 
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27. The method of claim 26, the step (1-2) comprising: 
a step (1-2-1) of detecting user setup reference position 

coordinates from the generated scaling information; 
a step (1-2-2) of setting up the partial area to be scaled by 

performing a scaling at the prescribed rate centering on 
the detected reference position coordinates; and 

a step (1-2-3) of making the main scaler extract the image 
data corresponding to the set-up partial area to be scaled 
from the full image data. 

28. The method of claim 27, the step (1 -2-2) comprising the 
step of setting up the partial area to be scaled by performing 
the scaling variably according to a user setup rate centering on 
the detected reference position coordinates. 

29. The method of claim 27, the step (1 -2-2) comprising the 
step of setting up the partial area to be scaled by performing 
the scaling ?xedly according to a prede?ned rate centering on 
the detected reference position coordinates. 

30. The method of claim 25, Wherein in the second step, a 
data broadcast image mode or a normal broadcast image 
mode is included in a plurality of image modes. 

31. The method of claim 30, the third step comprising: 
a step (3-1) of selecting a corresponding data path previ 

ously set up to alloW the extracted image data from the 
main scaler to be inputted to the sub-scaler, in case that 
the display picture belongs to the normal broadcast 
image mode as a decision result of the second step; and 

a step (3 -2) of inputting the extracted image data to the 
sub-scaler via the selected data path in the step (3-1) to 
have the sub-scaler scale the inputted extracted data at 
the prescribed rate. 

32. The method of claim 30, the third step comprising: 
a step (3-1) of selecting a corresponding data path previ 

ously set up to alloW the extracted image data from the 
main scaler in the ?rst step to be inputted to the sub 
scaler, in case that the display picture belongs to the 
normal broadcast image mode as a decision result of the 
second step; 

a step (3 -2) of overlaying the extracted data on OSD image 
data included in the corresponding data broadcast video 
via the corresponding data path selected in the step 
(3-1); and 

a step (3 -3) of extracting the image data of the partial area 
to be scaled from the overlaid image data in the step (3 -2) 
and making the sub-scaler scale the image data extracted 
from the overlaid image at the prescribed rate. 

33. The method of one of claims 25 to 32, further compris 
ing the step of blending a prede?ned graphic object With the 
image data of the partial area overlaid on the full image data 
to indicate the scaled partial area after completion of the 
fourth step. 

34. The method of one of claims 25 to 32, Wherein the 
scaling information includes reference position information 
of and scaling rate information of the partial area to be scaled. 

* * * * * 


